Social Media-Storm Toolkit for the DNC and RNC Action
Democratic National Convention Action – 08/17/2020
Republican National Convention Action – 08/24/2020

Social Media is a quick and easy way to provide support from legislation and engage with lawmakers and supporters,
and also an effective means of advocacy. Online social networking allows users to send and read text-based messages
of up to 140 characters in Twitter and many more in other platforms. These messages are known as “tweets” or
“posts” and accounts are “followed” or “follow” other accounts. Users can also group or link posts together to a
specific topic, by using the hashtag (#) symbol, or interact and connect with other users using the at sign (@).
Using the “@” sign before a lawmaker’s twitter handle will “tag” the lawmaker and notify him or her of your tweet.
(Be sure to place a period before the “@” sign if this is the first word in the tweet). On Facebook, through liking,
tagging, commenting, and sharing, a Facebook post’s reach is extended beyond just your friends – it will begin
appearing in the feeds of your friend’s friends, extending a post’s sphere of influence.

SUGGESTED HANDLES & HASHTAGS
#CitizenshipForAll #DACAmented
#HomeIsHere #ChooseUs

BEST PRACTICES
“Tag” lawmakers in your tweets to increase the odds
that they will take notice.

(To unify all social engagement around this effort, use
these hashtags.)

Use hashtags to flag specific topics so that other users
who are interested in the same topic will find your tweet or
post.

*See list of target presidential candidates and their
respective handles to incorporate into your tweets

Create an Image with a Testimony or Quote that is
impactful, relatable and creates public tension.

@JoeBiden
@HowieHawkins
@Jorgensen4POTUS
@realDonaldTrump

Follow and retweet @gamalielnetwork and other
Twitter users who are engaging on the issue.
Link to grassroots engagement platform. Send an
email and call your representatives telling them to support
a comprehensive Immigration Reform for All.

DNC/RNC TWEETER STORM
Our immigrant communities demand a bold progressive action from all presidential candidates, we demand a
comprehensive Immigration Reform for All!
@JoeBiden @HowieHawkins @Jorgensen4POTUS @realDonaldTrump
#CitizenshipForAll #DACAmented #HomeIsHere #ChooseUs

